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                    The Power of a Billion

                                                                With over 1 billion DivX Software downloads, and more than 1.5 billion devices licensed for DivX playback, DivX pioneered the digital video experience.
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            The best version of DivX Software is now available. Get an unparalleled video experience with an advanced video player and video converter. All for free.
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            Digital Video Pioneers
            For over 20 years, DivX has been creating innovative technology to provide stunning entertainment experiences for people around the world. See how we’ve helped set the standard for high-quality digital video.
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                        						2001

						First Video On Demand (VOD) service launched selling movies in the DivX format.
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                        						2003

						First Tier One DivX Certified devices shipped containing DivX SDKs.
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                        						2006

						Launched Stage 6, a high-quality video sharing community to watch and download video.
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                        						2011

						DivX Plus Streaming released for video streaming devices
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                        						2013

						Over 1 billion DivX Certified playback devices shipped worldwide.
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                        						2016

						Facilitated the first ever live 4K streaming event.
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                        						2024

						DivX 11 launched delivering ideal video playback and converting.

					

				



        

        
    



	
                    


    
        
            DivX Support
            Connect with our support team or use the community forums to get the most out of your DivX software or device. Or check out how to convert video to MP4 with free DivX Software.
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		Send me the DivX Newsletter!

		
			Get exclusive updates, deals, tips and more.
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				AC3 Audio			

		

		

				
			Experience theater-quality audio tracks for your videos with AC3 audio. As the popular surround sound format used by DVDs, Blu-rays and many other digital video formats, AC3 tracks simulate surround sound speakers on your PC for an audio experience that feels like you’re in the theater. Its exceptional power, nuance, and clarity supports up to 5.1 audio channels in DivX Software.

	Support for AC3 audio with DivX video formats, including HEVC video up to 4K Ultra HD.
	Play AC3 audio in DivX Player.
	Enjoy AC3 audio at home or on the go with DivX devices that support AC3. 
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				DTS-HD Plug-In			

		

		

				
			Get high-quality surround sound when you buy the DTS-HD® Plug-in for DivX Software (or DivX Pro). Enable the conversion and playback of DivX video with DTS-HD audio, including HEVC video content up to 4K. The DTS-HD Plug-in allows you to convert and play videos with DTS audio tracks for studio-quality sound. Whether enjoying entertainment at home or on the go, DTS aims to provide the finest audio experience possible no matter what device you are using.

	Convert your videos with multi-channel audio tracks into the DTS format
	Play videos with DTS sound tracks in DivX Player for an even more cinematic experience
	Play your videos anytime, anywhere on your DivX devices with DTS audio support


The DTS-HD Plug-in for DivX Software includes DTS-HD Master Audio™, which decodes all DTS codecs including DTS Digital Surround™, DTS Express™, and DTS Coreless lossless streams, with the DTS decoder. Depending on the DTS codec used to create the audio in your file, DTS may allow up to 7.1 discrete channels and a data savings that makes encoding faster with better quality.

For DTS patents, see https://patents.dts.com. Manufactured under license from DTS Licensing Limited. DTS, DTS-HD, the Symbol, & DTS or DTS-HD and the Symbol together are registered trademarks and DTS-HD Master Audio is a trademark of DTS, Inc. © DTS, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

NOTE: DTS Plug-in for DivX Converter only works with Windows, however DTS Plug-in for DivX Player works with both Windows and Mac.

DivX Software includes a free 15-day trial of DTS-HD plug-in
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				Advanced Features			

		

		

				
			On top of all the features listed above, there are some additional advantages that come with purchasing DivX Pro. In DivX Converter, you can unlock custom encode settings, set B-Frames, modify settings with Target Quantizer and other super nerdy options. In DivX Player, you can enable HEVC 10-bit playback and more. 
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				Cloud Connect			

		

		

				
			Enabling Cloud Connect (included in DivX Pro) allows DivX Software to sync videos from Google Drive and Dropbox. With one easy step, you can download and upload videos from multiple cloud storage accounts in DivX Software. You can sync videos without the hassle of having to download extra apps or open multiple browser and file windows.

	Import videos from cloud storage to convert in DivX Converter. 
	Easily upload converted videos directly to cloud storage to save space. 
	Download videos from Dropbox or Google Drive and cast them to a DLNA or Chromecast device with DivX Media Server. 


DivX Software includes a free 15-day trial of Cloud Connect

Dropbox and the Dropbox logo are trademarks of Dropbox, Inc.

Google Drive is a trademark of Google Inc. Use of this trademark is subject to Google Permissions.
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				Ad-Free			

		

		

				
			We get it, ads can ruin a good experience. It’s a great way to help keep our software free, but that doesn’t mean you want to see ads in DivX Player, DivX Converter or when installing the software. Purchase Ad-Free (or DivX Pro) to avoid any third-party ads or offers, and enjoy your videos in peace.
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				Video Pack			

		

		

				
			Buying Video Pack (or DivX Pro) allows you to convert unencrypted MPEG-2 and VC-1 files, so you can backup your Blu-ray or DVD discs. If you have stacks of discs to convert to digital files, or want to cast Blu-ray or Windows Media to your TV or gaming console, Video Pack is your solution. Simply drag and drop your files and convert with a single click. Learn more about the MPEG-2 video standard.

	Add support for MPEG-2 video formats (MPG, TS, VOB, SVCD) and VC-1 formats (M2TS, TS) in DivX Converter. 
	Enable Converter to quickly convert formats above in addition to MKV, WMV, AVI, MOV and MP4 files. 
	Note that files encrypted for copyright protection cannot be converted in DivX products


DivX Software includes a free 15-day trial of Video Pack
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				DFX Audio Enhancer			

		

		

				
			Give your audio a boost when you purchase DFX (or DivX Pro). This audio plug-in makes your videos sound sharper, livelier and pack more punch. DFX enables you to adjust or apply different audio effects to improve your listening experience. Try it out (free 30-day trial) to enjoy big screen audio with your cinematic video.



NOTE: DFX Audio Enhancer works in DivX Player for Windows only.

	Get 3D surround sound effect with only two speakers
	Enhance audio clarity and add audio “depth”
	Amplify sound, bass and reduce distortion


DivX Software includes a free 30-day trial of DFX Audio Enhancer
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept,” you consent to the use of ALL cookies. If you wish to adjust your settings please do so below where you may also disable cookies.NecessaryFunctionalPerformanceAnalyticsAdvertisementOthersSettingsACCEPTREJECT




    
        
                        

                                    
                        
                            
                                Privacy Overview                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

                            

                        


                    

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Necessary                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Necessary 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    functional
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	This cookie, set by Cloudflare, is used to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
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                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	Installed by Google Analytics, _ga cookie calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Analytics                            
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__gads	1 year 24 days	The __gads cookie, set by Google, is stored under DoubleClick domain and tracks the number of times users see an advert, measures the success of the campaign and calculates its revenue. This cookie can only be read from the domain they are set on and will not track any data while browsing through other sites.
	_gat_gtag_UA_225175_22	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_sp_ses.99ac	30 minutes	Snowplow Cookie called _sp_ses.{{DOMAIN HASH}} by default, the only purpose of this cookie is to differentiate between different visits. Whenever an event is fired.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Advertisement                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    advertisement
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements to users by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Others                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    others
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_sp_id.99ac	2 years	Snowplow Cookie is called _sp_id.{{DOMAIN HASH}} by default. It is used to persist information about a user’s activity on the domain between sessions.
	GoogleAdServingTest	session	No description
	org.springframework.web.servlet.i18n.CookieLocaleResolver.LOCALE	session	This cookie is set by the provider Infoniqa engage, used for webforms in a website. The cookie stores the language for the application process.
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